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Answers 
 
1. Since 

loge (Nt/N0) = rt 
 

With a given a value of r how would you work out the doubling time for a 
population? 
 
Answer 
For a population to double, (Nt/N0) = 2.0, so 

    
loge (2) = rt 

 
then 0.6931 = rt  and  0.6391/r = t 
 
 
2. Consider Figure 4.5b. The maximum rate of increase is where the 
population is at half the carrying capacity.  Why is it lower at smaller 
population sizes? Why is it lower at higher population sizes? 
 
Answer 
The rate of increase in the logistic model is given by rN(K-N/K). r and K are 
fixed, so the size of the increase depends on the size of N. In the first half of 
this curve, the increase is limited by the small (but increasing) population size 
(N); in the second half of the curve it limited by the small (and declining) 
unused capacity for population growth ((K-N/K). 
 
3. Using Figure 4.1 as a prompt, compare the main factors in the autecology 
of the urban fox and the domestic dog. 
 
Answer 
 
Some of the points covered should include (and this is not an exhaustive 
survey of either species’ autecology): both are adapted to terrestrial habitats 
that can get cold – fur (despite many domestic dogs spending time indoors); 
shared behaviours and mannerisms (including a capacity for domestication); 
foxes are largely solitary for most of the year, dogs when feral, often hunt as 
packs, (domesticated dogs are derived from wolves which are pack animals). 
Dogs thus are able to tackle larger prey (and will do so when hunting as a 
pack), foxes tend to take smaller prey and to scavenge.  
Both have few predators, share many of the same diseases and parasites. 
Foxes dig dens – not normally seen in most domestic dogs which rely on us 
for shelter. Both mark territories using the same means and but foxes 
arguably defend theirs more consistently. Domesticated dogs cooperate with 
each other and habitation, few give up their independence.  
Notably, the colonization of urban areas by foxes is a relatively recent 
development (seen also in several other large mammals around the globe) 
and they should perhaps be seen as still adapting to this different niche. 
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It is worth noting that these belong to two different genera (Vulpes and Canis 
respectively) so are not as close, phylogenetically as dogs and wolves. 
 
4. Explain why 

(a) a rise in b with population density or 
(b) a fall in m with population density 

cannot result in the population coming to an equilibrium density (or a constant 
size). 
 
Answer 
They are both forms of positive feedback, and cause an increase in 
population growth as density rises because (a) recruits more individuals and 
(b) reduces the loss of individuals with density. More births and fewer deaths 
mean that at higher densities, population growth accelerates. 
 
5. Explain why frequency-dependence would  

(a) increase the proportion of cheats when their proportion is below an 
equilibrium 
(b) increase the proportion of non-cheats when their proportion is low in 
mixed evolutionarily stable strategies for cooperation. 

 
Answer 
(a) the relatively small number of encounters between two cheats means that, 
on average, there is a small possibility of a cheat not gaining from an 
encounter with another individual. Since the costs of cheating rarely equal the 
benefits, natural selection will favour cheats, so there proportion in the 
population will increase. 
(b) A small number of non-cheats means that there will be a large number of 
cheat/cheat encounters. On average, the costs will outweigh the benefits of 
cheating, so cheats will be under selective pressure. This will favour non-
cheats as long as there remains a significant proportion of non-cheat/non-
cheat encounters (the proportion depends on the actual costs and benefits 
associated with each type of encounter). 
 
6. What are the notional boundaries around the population described as “the 
population of elephant in the Serengeti national park in 2011”? How might we 
need to qualify this definition if we were to study the population growth of this 
population? 
 
Answer 
The two boundaries are the spatial (presumably set by the limits of the 
national park) and temporal (the date). Both may need to be qualified since 
elephant will cross these boundaries – either by their migration or other 
movements, which could see individuals joining other populations – or by their 
longevity. So some may have been counted in a different population in 2010 
but may have since moved  into the Serengeti by 2012. In essence, we have 
to recognise that these boundaries are for the convenience of our studies, but 
are far from elephant-tight. 


